
Chinese Listening for Higher

Beginners Ⅱ
一、Basic information of the course

Course code：H0572

Name of course：Chinese Listening for Higher Beginners Ⅱ

Person in charge of the course：龚贤(Gong Xian)

Course teacher： 骆兵(Luo Bing)

Total class hour：64 Credit：4

Offering time：The Second semester

"Advanced Listening 2" course

"Advanced hearing 2" is the basis for the training of students who

have passed the hsk4 level examination of the basic skills of learning

and training courses.

According to the requirements of the hsk5 level test program, the

listening section is as follows:

The first part, a total of 20 questions. Listen to every question.

Each question is two of the two dialogue, third people ask a question

according to the dialogue, the paper offers 4 options, the candidates

according to the content of the answer to choose the answer.

The second part, a total of 25 questions. Listen to every question.

This part of the examination questions are 4 to 5 sentences dialogue or

a passage, according to the dialogue or paragraph to ask one or a few

questions, each question on the examination paper provides 4 options, the

candidates according to the content of the answer to choose the answer.

Class hsk5 hearing scores accounted for 300 of the total score of hsk5

grade, 100 points, 1/3 points.

Learning requirements:

1 on the basis of learning the advanced listening I continue to improve

the level of Chinese listening.

2 through the understanding of the listening text, grasp the text

content, can use their own language to express the meaning of



understanding, to answer questions from the editor, to make the correct

judgment, to express their views.

3 through the understanding of the listening text, learning new

vocabulary of Chinese, can be accurate in Mandarin pronunciation,

communication.

4 be able to use the new knowledge, contact with the actual discussion,

communication.

5 through the study, can smoothly HSK5 class listening test.


